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Organization of this presentationOrganization of this presentation

Intonation in Athabaskan languagesIntonation in Athabaskan languages
Intonation in WitsuwitIntonation in Witsuwit’’enen
Intonation in TsekIntonation in Tsek’’eneene
Comparative remarks and conclusionsComparative remarks and conclusions



Intonation in Athabaskan Intonation in Athabaskan 
languageslanguages

Issue:  do tonal Ath languages have intonation Issue:  do tonal Ath languages have intonation 
contours?contours?
McDonough (2003) McDonough (2003) ‘‘The Prosody of Interrogative and Focus The Prosody of Interrogative and Focus 
Constructions in NavajoConstructions in Navajo’’. In Carnie, Andrew, Heidi Harley, and MaryAnn . In Carnie, Andrew, Heidi Harley, and MaryAnn 
Willie (eds.) Willie (eds.) Formal approaches to function in grammar: In honor of Eloise Formal approaches to function in grammar: In honor of Eloise 
JelinekJelinek. . Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 191Amsterdam: John Benjamins, 191--206.206.
––

 
noted noted ‘‘observations by native speaking linguists observations by native speaking linguists 
(Willie p.c., Austin(Willie p.c., Austin--Garrison p.c.) that Navajo has no Garrison p.c.) that Navajo has no 
tonal intonationtonal intonation’’

––
 

instrumentally studied declarative, interrogative, and instrumentally studied declarative, interrogative, and 
focus constructions focus constructions 

concluded concluded ‘‘no systematic patterns of intonation can be no systematic patterns of intonation can be 
construed for these utterancesconstrued for these utterances’’



Other intonation investigationsOther intonation investigations
declarative declarative yes/no yes/no 

question question 
imperative imperative whwh--question question coordination coordination dependent dependent 

clause clause 

SlaveSlave
(Rice 1989)(Rice 1989)

L% L% H% H% HH-- HH--

TanacrossTanacross
(Holton 2005)(Holton 2005)

H*  L% H*  L% H*  H% H*  H% L*  L% L*  L% H+L*  L%H+L*  L%

DenaDena’’ina ina 
(Tuttle and (Tuttle and 
Lovick 2007)Lovick 2007)

L%L%

•Tanacross and Slave are tone languages; syllable-final *ʔ

 

> high tone

Rice, Keren (1989) Slave Grammar. Berlin: Mouton

Holton, Gary (2005) ‘Pitch tone and intonation in Tanacross.’

 

In Sharon Hargus and Keren 
Rice, eds. Athabaskan Prosody. Amsterdam: John Benjamins. 249-275.

Tuttle, Siri and Olga Lovick (2007) ‘Intonational Marking of Discourse Units in Two Dena'ina 
Narratives’. Nouveaux cahiers de linguistique française 28: 305-316.
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Intonation in WitsuwitIntonation in Witsuwit’’enen

WitsuwitWitsuwit’’enen
––

 
Spoken in western central B.C.Spoken in western central B.C.

––
 

Not a tone languageNot a tone language

Data for this studyData for this study
––

 
Sentences from current project (2007Sentences from current project (2007--), ), ““Athabaskan Athabaskan 
Personal Histories of Climate Change in Alaska and Personal Histories of Climate Change in Alaska and 
CanadaCanada””

––
 

SemiSemi--structured interviews about climate and structured interviews about climate and 
environmental change in the Bulkley R. area of British environmental change in the Bulkley R. area of British 
ColumbiaColumbia

––
 

Native speaker interviewer and intervieweeNative speaker interviewer and interviewee



Lillian Morris (interviewer), Mabel Lillian Morris (interviewer), Mabel 
Forsythe (interviewee)Forsythe (interviewee)



Intonation patterns in WitsuwitIntonation patterns in Witsuwit’’en en 

Among those identified to dateAmong those identified to date
––

 
Declarative:  L%Declarative:  L%

––
 

WhWh--
 

question:   L%question:   L%
––

 
Extraposition:   L% (after extraposed Extraposition:   L% (after extraposed 
constituent)constituent)

––
 

Coordinated and embedded clausesCoordinated and embedded clauses
]L]L-- H%[  (pitch reset after each clause)H%[  (pitch reset after each clause)



Paralinguistic cues or intonation?Paralinguistic cues or intonation?

There are There are ‘‘those who question whether those who question whether 
intonational phonology even existsintonational phonology even exists’’
perhaps because perhaps because ‘‘the suprasegmental the suprasegmental 
features that are used in intonation are features that are used in intonation are 
commonly used in paralinguistic signallingcommonly used in paralinguistic signalling’’
(Ladd in press (Ladd in press Intonational PhonologyIntonational Phonology. Cambridge: Cambridge . Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press.)University Press.)
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Yes/no questionsYes/no questions

Three types of intonation contours Three types of intonation contours 
identified to dateidentified to date
Yes/no question syntaxYes/no question syntax
––

 
rarely, rarely, lic (lec) lic (lec) occurs sentence finally or occurs sentence finally or 
mediallymedially

––
 

cf. fixed expressioncf. fixed expression
’’Et   lic?Et   lic? ‘‘Is that so?Is that so?’’
that yes/no.Qthat yes/no.Q

––
 

(does (does liclic
 

tend to occur with one intonation tend to occur with one intonation 
pattern vs. another?)pattern vs. another?)



Yes/no questionsYes/no questions

1. Genuine request for information.1. Genuine request for information.
Intonation:  H%. Intonation:  H%. 
Meaning:  The speaker has no idea what Meaning:  The speaker has no idea what 
the answer is and would like to know. the answer is and would like to know. 



Lillian Morris interviewing Katherine ArsenaultLillian Morris interviewing Katherine Arsenault
KA:  KA:  Hinstl'aHinstl'a mustard jarmustard jar nedidle  tl'a  lhok nedidle  tl'a  lhok cancan 'ididlegh.'ididlegh.

suddenly                           we.2.found and  salmon       suddenly                           we.2.found and  salmon       we.2.madewe.2.made
‘‘Suddenly the two of us found mustard jars and made our own Suddenly the two of us found mustard jars and made our own 

canned salmon.canned salmon.’’
 

(laughing)(laughing)

Neniwhaalhtis.Neniwhaalhtis.
‘‘They caught us.They caught us.’’

LM:  LM:  C'izu' silC'izu' silïï'?'?
H%H%

good  it.becamegood  it.became
‘‘Did it turn out good?Did it turn out good?’’

KA:   KA:   No...No...
(laughing)(laughing)



cc’’izuizu’’
 

silsilï’ï’
 H%H%

Time (s)
9.42598 10.5435
100

350
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pitch on both words rises (H* on c’izu’); not an effect of glottal stop; she regularly lowers pitch before glottal stop



Another type of yes/no questionAnother type of yes/no question

2. Not too interested2. Not too interested
Intonation:  L% Intonation:  L% 
Meaning:  the speaker already knows the Meaning:  the speaker already knows the 
answer or is not that interested in the answer or is not that interested in the 
answer). (Itanswer). (It’’s possible that these are not s possible that these are not 
really questions but they are translated really questions but they are translated 
that way by speakers.)that way by speakers.)



Lillian Morris interviewing Katherine ArsenaultLillian Morris interviewing Katherine Arsenault
LM:  LM:  Sa'on'a'          tsalhtsSa'on'a'          tsalhtsëë uniwhyuniwhyïïnn

long.time.ago     cranberry    you.pl.picked long.time.ago     cranberry    you.pl.picked 

netakilh witsnetakilh witsëëh dik'is wik'h dik'is wik'ëëtl'ats?tl'ats?
it'll.snow    before    or         afterit'll.snow    before    or         after
(reading) 'A long time ago did you (pl.) pick high(reading) 'A long time ago did you (pl.) pick high--bush cranberries before it snowed or bush cranberries before it snowed or 

after?after?‘‘

Gen  c'ik'iyizggiz.Gen  c'ik'iyizggiz.
here    she wrote ithere    she wrote it
'She wrote it here.''She wrote it here.'

TsalhtsTsalhtsëë

 

uniwhyuniwhyïïn?n?

 

(pause) (pause) Netakilh witsNetakilh witsëëh tsalhtsh tsalhtsëë

 

uniwhyuniwhyïïn?n?
L%                                                              L%                                                              L%L%

cranberry  you.pl.picked               it'll.snow  before    cracranberry  you.pl.picked               it'll.snow  before    cranberry you.pl.pickednberry you.pl.picked
'Did you (pl.) pick high'Did you (pl.) pick high--bush cranberries? Did you (pl.) pick highbush cranberries? Did you (pl.) pick high--bush cranberries before bush cranberries before 

it snowed?'it snowed?'

KA:KA: About AugustAbout August 'its'it'ah.'its'it'ah.
we dowe do

'We did [that] around August.''We did [that] around August.'




tsalhtstsalhtsëë

 

uniwhyuniwhyïïn                   netakilh witsn                   netakilh witsëëh tsalhtsh tsalhtsëë

 

uniwhyuniwhyïïnn

 L%                            L%                            L%L%

Time (s)
15.1251 20.3917
100

350



Another type of yes/no questionAnother type of yes/no question

3. Response requested3. Response requested
Intonation:  H L%Intonation:  H L%
Meaning: speaker is genuinely interested Meaning: speaker is genuinely interested 
in the speakerin the speaker’’s response (even if just to s response (even if just to 
confirm what speaker thought)confirm what speaker thought)

Presenter
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Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg re H*+L accent:  “S appears to be making a predication in the same sense as when using H*. H*+L thus differs from H* in conveying that H should locate an inference path supporting the predication….The H*+L accent often has a pedagogical flavor.”



Lillian Morris interviewing Dan MichellLillian Morris interviewing Dan Michell

LM:  LM:  Nts'Nts'ëëwh dzilh       k'it   yis     ulwh dzilh       k'it   yis     ulïïtt------ ululïïtt??
when      mountain on     snow              it meltwhen      mountain on     snow              it meltss
'What time of year does the snow melt on the mounta'What time of year does the snow melt on the mountain?'in?'

DM:  DM:  Oh,Oh, 'Elh'Elh--, 'elhikhin   winewd, 'elhikhin   winewdïïzigilnikh bidiggit.zigilnikh bidiggit.
one place  I forgot               one place  I forgot               up thereup there

‘‘Oh, [thereOh, [there’’s] one place I forgot up there.s] one place I forgot up there.’’

C'ilhggic ndzec    dzilh       ggC'ilhggic ndzec    dzilh       ggïï

 

yis    byis    bïïdik         hac'oolic.dik         hac'oolic.
(mountain name)   mountain that snow between.it it.melts(mountain name)   mountain that snow between.it it.melts
‘‘On C'ilhggic ndzec mountain the snow melts in the middle.On C'ilhggic ndzec mountain the snow melts in the middle.‘‘

 

[between peaks][between peaks]

'Et 'awet ud'Et 'awet udïïlhye  lhok  witsatadilh  solhye  lhok  witsatadilh  so‘‘

 

wighewh 'it'iyh  hitnwighewh 'it'iyh  hitnïï..
then        it's known fish   theythen        it's known fish   they’’ll come         same time  it does they sayll come         same time  it does they say
'Then they say they know from that that they [fish] are coming a'Then they say they know from that that they [fish] are coming at the same time.'t the same time.'

Dzilh    k'its c'olic  dDzilh    k'its c'olic  dïïnnïï??
H  LH  L

mountain on it usually melts you're sayingmountain on it usually melts you're saying
‘‘[when does] it usually melt on the mountain you said?[when does] it usually melt on the mountain you said?’’

LM: LM: Mi'.Mi'.
yesyes




dzilh      kdzilh      k’’its       cits       c’’olic       dolic       dïïnnïï
 H* L%H* L%

Time (s)
32.8114 34.555
50

200



Lillian Morris interviewing Dan MichellLillian Morris interviewing Dan Michell
LM:  LM:  Sa'on'a' dSa'on'a' dïï nit'ay tabnit'ay tabïï lhay lhay ïïnlnlïï'' tl'a k'ay 'et  lic           tl'a k'ay 'et  lic           

long ago this berry  really lots  there.were and nowlong ago this berry  really lots  there.were and now

 

that yes/no.Qthat yes/no.Q

'awet bilikh              we'awet bilikh              we--

 

welew            honwelew            honïïnlnlïï''..
then   some.of.them              there are none it.started.to.bthen   some.of.them              there are none it.started.to.becomeecome

'Long ago there were lots of berries and now some are getting sc'Long ago there were lots of berries and now some are getting scarce, arenarce, aren’’t t 
they?'they?'

WenWenïïnzin?nzin?
H*      L%H*      L%

you.donyou.don’’t.thinkt.think
'Don't you think so?''Don't you think so?'

DM: DM: ‘‘Et  'igegh.Et  'igegh.
that it happenedthat it happened
'That has happened.''That has happened.'




'et lic 'awet bilikh  we'et lic 'awet bilikh  we--

 

welew honwelew honïïnlnlïï''

 

wenwenïïnzinnzin

 H*    L%H*    L%

Time (s)
5.74572 10.5986
100

300



Witsuwiten yes/no question intonation Witsuwiten yes/no question intonation 
summarysummary

Three types of yes/no questionsThree types of yes/no questions
––

 
L% IL% I’’m not that interested in the answer.m not that interested in the answer.

––
 

H% I really donH% I really don’’t know; tell met know; tell me
––

 
H*L% You really need to answer this H*L% You really need to answer this 
question, even if just to confirm what I think I question, even if just to confirm what I think I 
know.know.



Intonation in TsekIntonation in Tsek’’eneene

TsekTsek’’eneene
––

 
Spoken in northern interior B.C.Spoken in northern interior B.C.

––
 

A tone languageA tone language
SyllableSyllable--final *final *ʔʔ > low tone (two surface tones)> low tone (two surface tones)

Data for study of intonation Data for study of intonation (Hargus 2008 (Hargus 2008 
““Intonation in Kwadacha.Intonation in Kwadacha.”” Presented at Dene Languages Presented at Dene Languages 
Conference, Cold Lake AB.)Conference, Cold Lake AB.)

––
 

Sentences from texts and interviews (1999Sentences from texts and interviews (1999--))
––

 
Most produced by Mike AbouMost produced by Mike Abou



Mike Abou (left), Louie Tomah (right)Mike Abou (left), Louie Tomah (right)



Intonation patterns in TsekIntonation patterns in Tsek’’eneene

Declarative, whDeclarative, wh--questions, morphologically questions, morphologically 
formed yesformed yes--no questions:  H* L%no questions:  H* L%
––

 
H* links to leftmost H tone syllable of verb H* links to leftmost H tone syllable of verb 
(up(up--stepping lexical H)stepping lexical H)

––
 

If wordIf word--final syllable of sentence is H, L% final syllable of sentence is H, L% 
creates falling tone on final syllablecreates falling tone on final syllable

Yes/no questions: H%Yes/no questions: H%
––

 
H% replaces wordH% replaces word--final L tone final L tone 



ssǫǫ……--ìììì
 

uncertaintyuncertainty

‘‘maybe, mightmaybe, might’’
Semantic opposite of assertion evidential Semantic opposite of assertion evidential 
lala
‘‘variantsvariants’’:  :  sa, dsa, dèèssǫǫ, kòòs, kòòsǫǫ

--ìììì used after consonantused after consonant--final verbsfinal verbs
––

 
0 after vowel0 after vowel--final verbsfinal verbs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
la and sǫ never occur in same sentence



TsekTsek’’ene ene ssǫǫ

Probably reduced form ofProbably reduced form of
––

 
’’isisǫǫ//’’ususǫǫ

 
““I donI don’’t knowt know””

CompareCompare
––

 
Deg Xinag Deg Xinag esrenesren’’

 
““I donI don’’t knowt know””

––
 

Koyukon (LC) Koyukon (LC) aasooaasoo
 

““I donI don’’t know, perhaps,t know, perhaps,””
 dubitative dubitative (Jette, Jules and Eliza Jones 2000. (Jette, Jules and Eliza Jones 2000. Koyukon DictionaryKoyukon Dictionary. . 

Fairbanks: ANLC.)Fairbanks: ANLC.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
com "Adv. of doubt or non-committal answer." (a-61) --JJ
com the Upper form is from Jette only
quo JJ "It expresses real doubt. &aasoo, aasoo t@h, aasoo' ghulaa'%, are
  interjectional forms, equivalent to a complete sentence, and used as
  responsives, in � dialect. &Dosoo% is the same, in the upper dialect, it
  probably consists of the interrogative &do%, with &soo%. As for
  this latter, it may be used as a complete responsive, or inserted into
  another sentence." (s-37)
quo  JJ "Used exclusively as a responsive, in which case
  it is generally rendered as `I don't know', but the
  force of it is rather `I don't say' or `I don't care
  to tell' ... A peculiar use of &aasoo %and &dosoo %is in
  expressions such as &aasoo nenh%, &dosoo nenh%, etc., which
  render our forms: as you think best, as you prefer, as
  you wish. A Ten'a being asked, for instance, by a fellow
  traveler: shall we stop here? will frequently answer:
  &aasoo nenh%, or in upper dialect &dosoo nenh%, viz. `I
  say nothing, you (decide)', and when he puts this
  literally into English `I don't know you', rather
  mystifies his interlocutor." (a-61)



Uncertainty tuneUncertainty tune

HL% HL% 
––

 
aligned with right edge of verb stemaligned with right edge of verb stem

prefix  stemprefix  stem
H         LH         L

Uncertainty contour required in sentences Uncertainty contour required in sentences 
with with ssǫǫ and variants and variants 
Intonation per se? HL% not attested at Intonation per se? HL% not attested at 
right edge of S with extraposed phrase.right edge of S with extraposed phrase.

Presenter
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uncertainty contour not limited to sentences with so and variants



YYììnònnònèè MaryMary la            kla            k’à’ànustnustąą..
across          certainty  I.see.heracross          certainty  I.see.her

‘‘I (definitely) see Mary across there.I (definitely) see Mary across there.’’
YYììnònnònèè MaryMary soso ̨̨ kk’à’ànustnustąą..
across          uncertainty  I.see.heracross          uncertainty  I.see.her

‘‘That might be Mary I see across there.That might be Mary I see across there.’’

HL%:  L replaces H stem toneHL%:  L replaces H stem tone



HL%:  H does not replace L prefix HL%:  H does not replace L prefix 
tone; HL createdtone; HL created

’’Uyii la           dUyii la           dààna   dna   dèètt’’ęę..
that  certainty money 3s.hasthat  certainty money 3s.has

‘‘That guy (definitely) has money.That guy (definitely) has money.’’
’’Uyii soUyii so ̨̨ ddààna   dna   dèèetet’’ęę..
that  uncertainty money 3s.hasthat  uncertainty money 3s.has
‘‘That guy might have money.That guy might have money.’’



’Uyii
 
sǫ

 
dàna   dèet’ęę.

lexical                H H     H    L  H    L    H

intonational                                    H  L%

Time (s)
0.0673071 1.79152

25

200




TsekTsek’’ene summaryene summary

L%:  declarative, whL%:  declarative, wh--, yes/no Q, yes/no Q
H%: yes/no QH%: yes/no Q
HL%:  uncertaintyHL%:  uncertainty



Comparative remarksComparative remarks

HL tunes in both languagesHL tunes in both languages
––

 
WitsuwitWitsuwit’’en en 

H*L% intonation: response requestH*L% intonation: response request

––
 

TsekTsek’’ene ene 
HL%:   uncertaintyHL%:   uncertainty



Reconstruction and historical changeReconstruction and historical change

ProtoProto--AthabaskanAthabaskan
H*L% Yes/noQ H*L% Yes/noQ 

(response request?) (response request?) 

WitWit
 

TsekTsek’’eneene
H*L% Response requestH*L% Response request

 
HL% uncertaintyHL% uncertainty



ProtoProto--AthabaskanAthabaskan
*V*VʂʂVn(Vn(’’) ) ““I donI don’’t knowt know””

WitWit
 

TsekTsek’’eneene

ssǫǫ……HL%         HL%         ’’isisǫǫ//’’ususǫǫ
uncertainty uncertainty ““I donI don’’t knowt know””



How did How did ssǫǫ
 

come to be associated with come to be associated with 
HL in TsekHL in Tsek’’ene?ene?

Possible answers to yes/no questionPossible answers to yes/no question
––

 
yesyes

––
 

nono
––

 
I donI don’’t know etc.t know etc.

Changes in TsekChanges in Tsek’’eneene
––

 
VVʂʂVn(?) Vn(?) ““I donI don’’t knowt know””

 
> > ssǫǫ

 
uncertaintyuncertainty

––
 

response request H*L% > uncertainty HL%response request H*L% > uncertainty HL%



Residual puzzlesResidual puzzles

TsekTsek’’ene ene ssǫǫ does not occur in questions. does not occur in questions. 
Why not?Why not?
HL uncertainty contour possibly restricted HL uncertainty contour possibly restricted 
to right edge of verb. Why?to right edge of verb. Why?
What is historical source of What is historical source of ––ìììì used with used with 
ssǫǫ??



ConclusionConclusion

Confirmation/refutation/refinement of this Confirmation/refutation/refinement of this 
scenario will depend on further research scenario will depend on further research 
on intonation in Athabaskan languageson intonation in Athabaskan languages

Presenter
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